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1. Introduction 
The two-wave NNSS receiver was utilized for the first tim". 
in 1979 by the 20th Japanese Antarctic Research Expedi tiun 
(JARE-20) during the over snow vehicle operation of th� 
Yamato-Belgica traverse survey (Members of the Yarnato-Belgj cd 
Traverse Party, 1981). Since then, more than 400 satellite 
Doppler stations were installed until 1985 around Syowa 
Station, Mizuho Plateau and the S�r Rondane Mountains. Except 
geodetic control survey in outcrop areas, coordinates of the 
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satellite Doppler stations in the ice sheet change with time by 
the ice sheet flow and ablation/ accumulation of snow. The 
stations may be lost or re-surveyed with the same station name 
in a few years' elapse time. It is thus necessary to keep the 
record of the data summary in order to avoid later confusion. 
We adopted the following format for the data log. 
2. Data Format 
Figure 1 shows the log format. 
given by each JARE during the survey. 
STATION NAME is to be 
Usually a pair of route 
name and the successive location number constitute the station 
name. LOCATION is the area name such as East Ongul Island, 
Mizuho Plateau etc. DOPPLER NO is to be given like 80012, which 
means the observation number 12 made in 1980. This can be used 
as the code number for data exchange. STAMPING ON MARK and 
JARE NUMBER are self explanatory. TYPE OF STATION MARK is to 
be noted case by case. Doppler raw data acquired by JMR-1 are 
to be processed using SP-2G program by JMR Instruments Inc. 
{1982) for the point-positioning of the station. The default 
values for a set of prepared parameters are found to be 
adequate for the data acquired in the Antarctic region 
(Shibuya, 1985). SATELLITE-DERIVED COORDINATES are output from 
SP-2G program after 2 to 3 iterative phase adjustment and the 
geodetic coordinates are obtained on the WGS-72 Standard 
Ellipsoid. The coordinates of the antenna phase center are to 
be catalogued without any coordinate transform and offset 
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reduction. If any reduction is applied, it should be explained 
and illustrated in detail in GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
because the circumstances of the station might change with 
time. 
3. Stations by JARE-21 
JARE-21 (1978-1981) made the satellite Doppler positioning 
at the astronomical point of Syowa Station. JMR-1 antenna was 
placed over the station mark {brass disk) . In the seismic 
explosion experiments on Mizuho Plateau, 27 seismic stations 
were installed along the traverse route from Syowa Station to 
Mizuho Station {Route S-H-Z). The seismic station was located 
close to the traverse pole and/ or route pole ( Ikami et al, f 
1984). For STl - ST7, JMR-1 antenna was placed on the snow 
surface. For ST8 ST26, it was placed on the roof of the 
oversnow vehicle. No mark was reserved at the antenna location 
but the offset between the electric phase center of the antenna 
over the seismic station and the traverse (route) pole was 
measured by using a hand-bearing compass and footage. A laryt 
green-painted wooden box was installed to contain the seismiL 
recorder and batteries and it was deposited at the seismi( 
station. This may give the station locality for later 
re-surveying. Several stations have only 3-5 satellite passes 
and the uncertainty of the positioning may be larger than the 
values indicated by ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX. 
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SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED ST ATtON 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER 
I 
LOCATION I DOPPLER NO, 
STAMPING ON MARK 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 




DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
I 
ELLIPSOID I ELEVATIOU ANGLE RANGE 
t >. h 
X y z 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX (METERS) 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE STD, DEV(i..AT:TUDt) • 
LONGITUDE STD. DEV(LOl'G nuoF.}• 
HEIGHT STD, DEV(HEIGHT) 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
Fig 1. Data log format. 
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SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER LOCATION DOPPLER NO, 
Syowa Station I East Ongul Island I 80001 
STAMPING ON MARK 
brass disk by JARE-1 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-21 astronomical point at Syowa Station 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR-1 20M01483 
POINT ABOVE STATION 11.ARK 
0.49 m antenna phase center 
OBSERVED SY SATELLITES OBSERVED 30110 PERIOD OF OCCUPATION 




DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
J 
ELLIPSOID 
192 2946 WGS-72 
t ). 
69 ° 00 1 19.179"S 39 ° 34'51.394"E 
X y 
1766411.12 1460313.07 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 0.06 0.02 -0.01 
LONGITUDE 0.02 0.11 0.01 
HEIGHT -0.01 0.01 0.09 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to the 
station mark of the astronomical 
point. 
2. The height of the station mark 
above m.s.l. is 29.18 m. 
3. References 
K. Shibuya {1985): Performance experi­
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implication of an NNSS positioning in 
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ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 






STD, OEV(LATITUOE} - 0.25 
STD, oev(LONG ITUDE)• 0.32 





Q lCO 2tll lJI lCO 500 • 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 





STl Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 80002 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 







HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
SATELLl TES OBSERVED 3019 0 , 
30200,30140,30130,30110, 
TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
PERIOD OF OCCUPATION 




DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSOID 13 284 WGS-72 
t i :I. 
69 ° 01'48.207"S 40 ° 03'14.334"E 
X y 
1752470.28 1473313.02 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 0.56 0.06 -0.25 
LONGITUDE 0.06 0.90 0.18 
HEIGHT 
1. 
-0.25 0.18 l. 01 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
S16-l is the route station name. 
STl is the seismic station name. 
STl was with in 10 m from S16-l, 
thoug h the offset was not measured. 
There is no corresponding traverse 
station. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. A wooden box was installed at STl. 
3. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to S16-l. 
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I ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 






STD, OEV(LATITUOE) = 0. 75 




/-- - - .. - -
\. S 16-1 
2 1. 01 
I ' 
..c: 0 /� -
!
--�= 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 





ST2 Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 80003 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved , see remarks 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-21 close to the route oole, see remarks. 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
JMR-1 20M01483 0.5±0.lm above snow surface antenna phase center 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD OF OC CUPATION 
K. ITO 30140,30200, 30110,30130 295




DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSOID 
6 116 WGS-72 
t :\ 




ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 2.24 0.84 U.26 
LONGITUDE 0.84 3.84 0.05 
HEIGHT 0.26 0.05 1. 83 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. S22 is the route station name. 
ST2 is the seismic stastion name. 
There is no corresponding traverse 
station. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 







STD, DEV(LATITUDE) • 1. so 
STD, DEV(LONGITUDE)• 1. 96 
STD, DEV(HEIGHT) . 1.35 
ST2 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST2. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to S22. 
5. ST2 can be reduced to S22. 
See right figure. 
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T.N. 
331 ° s22 Route-s 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 





ST3 Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 80004 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved, see remarks 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-21 close to the route pole, see remarks 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR-1 20M01483 POINT ABOVE STATION MARK antenna phase center 0.5±0.lm above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD
d
OF OC�PATION d 
K. ITO 30130 295 10
1 




DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSOID 
I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 
3 72 I WGS-72 15 ° - 75 ° 
t X 
69 °02'33.249"S 40 ° 34'32.275"E 957.97
m 
X y z 
1738093.05 1488444.12 -5934565.95 







LONGITUDE 0.21 2.74 0. 96 
HEIGHT 0.00 0.96 1. 72 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. S27-3 is t he route station name. 
ST3 is the seismic station name. 
There is no corresponding traverse 
station. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. hoff
= 0.5 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST3. 
4. Above coordinates are of t he antenna 
phase center and not reduced to S27-3. 
5. ST3 can be reduced to S27-3. 
See right figure. 
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STD, DEV(L.ATITUDE) • 0 . 9 9 
STD, DEV(LONGITUDE)'" 1. 66 
STD. DEV(HE!GHT) 1. 31 
I ' 
b0�\ .co l' ---  
T.N. 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER I LOCATION 
Plateau! 
DOPPLER NO, 
ST4 Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 80005 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-2 1 traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR-1 20M01483 POINT ABOVE STATION MARK antenna phase center 0.5+0.lrn above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED 30200 PERIOD OF ocgiPATION d 
K. ITO 30140,301 10,30130,30190 295
d 16 - 297 04
h 
SATELLITE-DERIVED COORDINATES 
PASSES ACCEPTED I DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSOID I ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 28 601 WGS-72 15 ° - 75 ° 
t A 
69 °05'06.748"S 40 °47' 17.750"E 1065.61
m 
X y z 
1729222.47 1492006.79 -5936366.32 






0 .13 -0.08 
LONGITUDE 0.13 0.53 0.01 
HEIGHT -0.08 0.01 0.47 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Hl7 is the route station name. 
T019 is the traverse station name. 
ST4 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. hoff
= 0.5 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST4. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to the 
snow surface. 
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STD, DEV(LATITUDE) • 0. 5 5 
STD, DEV(LONGITUDE)• 0. 7 3 
STD, DEV(HEIGHT) • 0. 6 8 
Route Station H 17 
T.N. 
Route-H 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 





ST5 Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 80006 
STAMP[NG ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-21 traverse oole 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO. HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR-1 20M01483 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
antenna phase center 0. 5 ---0. lm above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD OF OCCUPATION 
K. ITO 30110,30140 297




DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSOID I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 
1 6i i wr:c:.-72 15 ° - 75 ° 
t A I h 69 ° 08'39.908"S 40 ° 56'38.515"E 1162.49m I 
X y 
I z 1720523.77 1492680.34 -5938811. 91 








LONGITUDE 4.32 9.20 1. 32 
HEIGHT 0.71 1. 32 0.56 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. H48-l is the route station name. 
T024 is the traverse station name. 
STS is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. hoff
= 0.5 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at STS. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to the 
snow surface. 
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STD, DEV(LATITUDE} z 1. 5 7 
STD, DEV(LONGITUDE}= ) • Q 3 
STD, DEV{HEIGHT} "' 0. 7 5 
T.N. 
Route Station H4H·"· 1 
Route-H 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER 
JARE-21 
TYPE OF STATION MARK 
traverse ole 
DOPPLER OBSERVAT[ONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
0.5±0.lm above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY 
K. -ITO 
SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD OF OCCUPATION 




DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
I 
ELLIPSOID 
3 59 WGS-72 
� A 
69 °12'47.345"S 41 °06'44.165"E 
X y 
1710754.34 1493031.30 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 3.61 5.87 2.04 
LONGITUDE 5.87 15.4 4.42 
HEIGHT 2.04 4. 42 2.62 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND 
1. H74-l is the route station name. 
T028 is the traverse station name. 
ST6 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. hoff
== 0. 5 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST6. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 





ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 







STD, DEV{LATITUDE) • 1 . 9 Q 
STD, DEV(LONGITUDE)• 3 . 9 3 
STD, DEV(HEIGHT) 
,a 1. 62 
�:/E .c.o L' �= 
Route Station H7 4-1 
T.N. 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 




Route S-H-Z on Mizuho Plateaul 80008 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 




HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE 
I 
TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
0.5±0.lm above snow surface antenna ohase center 




DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
I ELLIPSOID I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 
12 270 WGS-72 I 15 ° - 75 ° 
t I :I. h 
69 ° 16'12.970"S 41 ° 16'03.299"E I 1315. 0 3m 
X y I z 1702241. 08 1493749.75 -5943939.10 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX (METERS) 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 0.93 0.24 -0.28 STD, OEV(LATITUDE) "' 0.97 
LONGITUDE 0.24 1. 43 0.12 STD, OEV(LONG ITUDE)= 1. 20 
HEIGHT -0.28 0.12 l. 56 STD, OEV(HElGHT) "' l. 25 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. H93 is the route station name. 
T033 is the traverse station name. 
ST7 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28 , 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. hoff
= 0. 5 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST7. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 




2�S ..co L'· i--�= 
Route Station H93 
T.N. 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER 
JARE-21 
TYPE OF STATION MARK 
close to the traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR-1 20M01483 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
antenna phase center 2.9+0.lm above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD OF OCCUPATION 
K. ITO 30110,30140 298
d 
06




DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
1 
ELLIPSOID 
s qfi Wf:C:-7? 
� A 
69 ° 20'28.240"S 4l 0 26'52.154"E 
X y 
1691999.49 1494209. 87 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 2.53 3.61 -0.66 
LONGITUDE 3.61 6.07 -1.12 
HEIGHT -0.66 -1.12 0.72 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Hll3-l is the route station name. 
T037 is the traverse station name. 
ST8 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mern. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. hoff
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at STS. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T037. 
5. ST8 can be reduced to T037. 
See right figure. 
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I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 


















Route Station H 113-1 
T.N. 
ST8 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 





ST9 Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 80010 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 




HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR-1 20M01483 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
2.9±0.lm above snow surface antenna phase center 
OBSERVED BY 
I 














41 ° 38'04.152"E 
y 
1493514.65 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 1.14 0.72 0.06 
LONGITUDE 0.72 2.67 0.49 
HEIGHT 0.06 0.49 1. 44 
298d 15h- 299d 03
h 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 








DEV(LATITUDE) "' 1. 0 7 
OEV(LQNG ITUDE)= 1 . 6 J 
STD, DEV(HEIGHT) "'1. 20 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Hl39 is the route stat ion name. 
ST9 is the seismic station name. 
There is no corresponding traverse 
station. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28. , 1975. 
See Mero. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. hoff
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST9. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to Hl39. 
5. ST9 can be reduced to Hl39. 








SUMMA RY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAMEfLOCAL NUMBER 
STlO 
LOCATION DOPPLER NO, 
Route S-H-Z on Mizuho Plateau 80011 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR-1 20M01483 2
P0/:_lT Q'BC:fE STt'bION MARK • ± • m a ove snow surface antenna phase center 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD OF OCCUPATION 
K. ITO 30110, 30200, 30140.30130 299
d os h - 299d lOh 
SATELLITE-DERIVED COORDINATES 











41 ° 46'32.344"E 
y 
1492923. 41 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 1. 88 0.22 -0.09 
LONGITUDE 0.22 4.79 2.13 
HEIGHT -0.09 2.13 3.72 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Hl55 is the route station name. 
T045 is the traverse station name. 
STlO is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. h
off
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at STlO. 
4. Above.coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T045. 
5. STlO can be reduced to T045. 
See right figure. 
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! 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 







STD, DEV(LATITUDE) • 1. 37 
STD, DEV(LONGITUDE)· 2 .19 
STD, DEV(HEIGHT) • 1. 93 
Route Station H 155 
T.N. 
SUMMARY OF JARE SA TEL LITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER 
STll 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
LOCATION 
Route S-H-Z 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-21 close to the traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
POINT ABQ,VE ST�T!ON MARK 
2.9�0.lm above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY 
K. ITO 











DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
I 
ELLIPSOID 
3 62 WGS-72 
41 I ;\ 
69 ° 34'02.968"S I 41
° 56'21.005"E 
X I y 
1661586.55 I 1492907.93 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 3 .13 -1. 29 -3.02 
LONGITUDE -1. 29 3.59 3.45 
HEIGHT -3.02 3.45 10.5 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Hl74 is the route station name. 
T048 is the traverse station name. 
STll is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mero. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. h
off
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at STll. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T048. 
5. STll can be reduced to T048. 
See right figure. 
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I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 





STD, DEV(LATITUDE) "' 1. 77 
STD, DEV(LONGITUDE)'" 1. 89 
STD, DEV(HEIGHT) .. 3.23 
Route Station H174 
T.N. 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER 
T 2 
STA"1PING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
TYPE Oa- STATION MARK JARE NUMBER 
JARE-21 close to the traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
2.9±0.lm above snow surface 
SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD OF OCCUPATION OBSERVED BY 










DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSOID I ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 5 107 WGS-72 15° - 75 ° 
t ;\. h 
69 ° 38'16.997"S 42 ° 07'7. 829"E 1579.45
m 
X y z 
1651426.26 1493164.87 -5958589.08 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX (METERS) 
LUITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT I LATITUDE l. 32 0.48 -0.00 STD, DEV(LATITUDE) • 1.15 
DEV(LONGITUDE)s LONGITUDE -0.48 2.32 0.38 I STD, 1. 52 
HEIGHT -0.00 0.38 1. 99 I STD, DEV(HEIGHT) .. 1. 41 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Hl94 is the route station name. 
T052 is the traverse station name. 
ST12 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. h
off
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST12. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T052. 
5. ST12 can be reduced to T052. 
See right figure. 
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Route Station H 194 
T.N. 
SUM M A R Y  O F  J A R E  S AT E L L ITE-OBSER V E D  STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER ;JOPPLER NO , 
ST13 
I LOCATION 
Route S-H-Z on Mizuho Plateau! 8 00 1 4  
STAMPING O N  MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE -21 c lose to the traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVAT I ONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO , i HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE 
i POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
TRACKING EQU I PMENT REFERENCE PO I NT 
JMR - ]  20M 0 1 4 83 
12. 9 -'-0 .  lm above snow surface antenna Dhase center 
OBSERVED BY SATELLI TES OBSERVED 
K. ITO 30190, 30130 











6 9 ° 42 ' 30.4 14"S 
X 
1 6 4 17 13 . 27 
i 
;JEGREE OF FREEDOM 





I 42 ° 16 ' 58 .2 85"E 
! y 
I 149294 6 . 4 8 
I ELEVA T !ON ANG LE RANGE 
15 ° - 75 ° I h 
I 16 4 7. s 7 m 
l z I - s96 u 8 1. 84 
ESTIMATE OF VAR I ANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX (METERS) 
LAT I TUDE LONG I TUDE H E I GHT 
LATITUDE 
0.47 0.12 0.01 
LONGITUDE 0.12 1 . 1 8 0.39 
HE I GHT 0.01 U . 3 Y 0.79 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. H213 is the route station name. 
T056 is the traverse station name. 
ST 13 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No . 28 , 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res., 
Ser. C, 15, 198 4 . 
2. hoff
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was instal led at ST 13. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T05 6 .  
5. ST13 can be reduced to T056. 
See right figure. 
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STD , DEV(LATITUDE) "' 0 . 6 9 
STO , DEV(LONG I TUDE)= 1. 09 
STD , DEV(HEI GHT) = 0.89 
Route Station H213 
T.N. 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER 
I 
LOCATION 
on Mizuho Plateau! 
DOPPLER NO , 
ST1 4  Route S-H-Z  8 0 0 1 5  
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE- 2 1  c lose to the traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVAT IONS 
EQU I PMENT/SER IAL NO , HE I GHT OF TRACK I NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQU I PMENT REFERENCE PO I NT 
JMR- 1 2 0M0 1 4 8 3  
PO I NT ABOVE STAT ION MARK 
2 . 9 ± 0 . lm above snow surface antenna phase center 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES  OBSERVED 3 0 1 1 0  PER I OD OF OCCUPAT I ON 
K .  ITO 3 0 1 4 0 . 3 0 1 9 0 . 3 0 2 0 0 , 3 0 1 3 0  2 9 9
d 
1 6
h - 3 0 0d 0 4 h 
SATELLITE-DERIVED COORD INATES 
PASSES ACCEPTED I DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELL IPSO ID  1 5  3 2 7  WGS-72 
� A 
6 9 ° 4 6 ' 2 2 . 5 6 6 " S  4 2 ° 2 6 ' 2 7 . 1 5 2 " E 
X y 
16 3 2 6 2 0 . 4 7 1 4 9 2 9 2 4 . 6 3 
EST IMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LAT I TUDE LONG ITUDE HE I GHT 
LATITUDE 0 . 9 3 0 . 2 9  - 0 . 2 3 
LONG I TUDE 0 . 29 1 .  6 8  0 . 3 4 
H E I GHT - 0 . 2 3 0 . 3 4 1 . 51 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1 .  H 2 3 1  i s  the route station name . 
T O S 9  is  the traverse station name . 
ST14  is  the sei smic station name . 
See JARE Data Rep . , No . 2 8 ,  1 9 7 5 .  
See Mem . Natl Ins t .  Polar Res . , 
Ser . C ,  1 5 , 1 9 84 . 
2 .  hoff
= 2 . 9  m 
3 .  A wooden box was installed at  ST1 4 . 
4 .  Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T 0 5 9 . 
5 .  ST 1 4  can be reduced to T 0 5 9 . 
See right figure . 
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I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 
1 5 ° - 7 5 ° 
h 
1 6 9 7 . 8 2 m 
z 
- 5 9 6 3 9 2 0 . 4 3 
(METERS) 
STD, DEV(LAT I TUDE )  • 0 . 9 6 
STD, DEV(LONG ITUDE)• 1 . 3 0 
STD, DEV(HE I GHT) - 1 . 2 3 
I�  
Route Station H23 1 
T.N .  
S T 1 4  
SUM MARY O F  J A R E  S AT ELLITE-O BSERVED S T ATION 




Route S-H-Z on Mizuho Pla teau! 80016 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STAT I ON MARK 
JARE-21 close to the traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVAT IONS 
EQU I PMENT/SER I AL NO , HEI GHT OF TRACK I NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE i TRACKI NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE PO I NT 
JMR- 1 20M0148 3 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
antenna phase 2.9+0.lm above snow surface center 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES  OBSERVED 30200 PER I OD OF OCCUPAT I ON 
K. ITO 30190 , 30110,30140 , 3 01 30 . 300




DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELL I PSO I D  
i 1 R 1 87 ! wr:.e; - 7 ? 
� I ,\ I 
69 ° 51'14.673"S 4 2 ° 3 7 ' 3 4 . 7 7 6 " E 
X y 
1621546.68 1492464.29 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX  
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 0.63 0.19 -0.15 
LONGITUDE 0.19 1. 40 0.36  
HEIGHT -0.15 0.36 1.16 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. H25 3 is the route station name . 
T064 is the traverse station name. 
ST15 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28 , 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res. , 
Ser. C, 15, 1984. 
2. hoff
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST1 5 , 
4 .  Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T064. 
5. ST15 can be reduced to T064. 
See right figure. 
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STD , OEV(LATITUDE) = 0. 80 
STD, DEV(LONGITUOE)• 1.1 8 
STD , DEV(HEIGHT) 1. 0 8  
Route Station H 2 53 
T.N. 
S T 1 5  
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STAT I ON NAME/LOCAL NUMBER DOPPLER NO , 
ST16 
I LOCATION 
Route S-H-Z on Mizuho Platea� 80017 
STAMP I NG ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-21 close to the traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO , HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR-1 20M01483 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
antenna phase center 2.9 ±0.lm above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD OF OCCUPATION 
K .  ITO 30140, 30200 , 30110 301
d 
o s
h - 301d 08h 
SATELLITE-DERIVED COORDINATES  
PASSES ACCEPTED l DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
I 
ELLIPSO ID  
1 6 0  wr..<::. - 7 2  .. A 
69 ° 5 5 ' 07 . 79l"S 42 °48 ' 28.3 5 7 " E  
X y 
1611841 . 09 14929 9 2.87 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 4.74 1. 06 0.38 
LONGITUDE 1. 06 5.50 -0.05 
HEIGHT 0 . 38 -0 . 05 4 . 69 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND 
1. H272 is  the route station name . 
TD68 is  the traverse station name. 
ST16 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep . , No. 28 , 1975 . 
See Mero. Natl Inst. Polar Res. , 
Ser. C ,  15 , 1984 . 
2. hoff
= 2.9 m 
3 .  A wooden box was installed at ST16 . 
REMARKS 
4 .  Above coord inates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T068 . 
5 .  ST16 can be reduced to T068. 
See right figure . 
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l ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 







STD , DEV(LATITUDE) • 2 .18 
STD , DEV( LONG; TUDE)• 2. 3 5  
STD , DEV(HEIGHT) • 2 . 16 
Route Station H272 
T.N. 
ST 1 6  
SUM M A R Y  O F  J A R E  SATEL LIT E-OBSERVED STATION 




DOPPLER NO , 
ST17 Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 80018 
STAMP ING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE -21 close to the route pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQU IPMENT/SER IAL NO, HEI GHT OF TRACK I NG EQU IPMENT REFERENCE 
POI NT ABOVE STAT I ON MARK 
TRACK I NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE PO I NT 
2 . 9±0 . lrn above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY 
K. ITO 
SATELLITES OBSERVED 301 9 0  PER I OD OF OCCUPATION 
30140,30130 , 30200,30110, 30l





DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
I 
ELLIPSO I D  I ELEVAT I ON ANGLE RANGE 









1600354.28 1492885.33 -5972833. 59 
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX (METERS) 
LAT I TUDE LONG I TUDE HE I GHT 
LAT I TUDE 0 . 36 0 .13 -0.07 STD , DEV(LATITUDE) a 0 . 60 
LONGI TUDE 0 . 1 3 0 . 67 0 . 09 STD , DEV(LONG nuoe) .. 0 . 82 
HE I GHT -0.07 0 . 09 0.5 7  STD , DEV(HEI GHT) 0 . 75 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. H296 is the route station name . 
ST17 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep., No. 28, 1975 . 
See Mem. Nat l Inst. Polar Res. , 
Ser . C, 15, 1984 . 
2 .  hoff
= 2 . 9 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST17 . 
4 .  Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to H296 .  
5 .  ST 17 can be reduced to H296 . 
See right figure . 
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S T 1 7  
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STAT I ON NAME/LOCAL HUMBER I LOCAT I ON 
Platea� 
DOPPLER NO, 
ST18 Route S- H-Z on Mizuho 80019 
STAM PI NG ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STAT I ON MARK 
JARE-2 1  c lose to the traverse pole 
DOPPLER OBSERVAT I ONS 
EQU I PMENT/SER I AL NO , HEIGHT OF TRACKI NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE TRACK ING EQU IPMENT REFERENCE POI NT 
JMR- 1 20M0 1483 
POI NT ABOVE STAT I ON MARK 
2 . 9 + 0 . lrn above snow surface antenna phase center 
OBSERVED BY SATELL I TES OBSERVED 30 130 PER I OD OF OCCUPAT I ON 
K .  ITO 30 190 , 30 200 , 30 140 , 30 1 10 , 303
d 
ll
h - 304d 0 2 h 
SATELLITE-DERIVED COORDINATES 
PASSES ACCEPTED I DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSO I D  1 � � 7 ,, Wr:! C 7 ') 
t ,\. 
70 ° 0 2' 1 3.589 " S  43 ° 09 ' 36.969"E 
X y 
15936 18.68 14944 29.34 
ESTIMATE OF VARI ANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGI TUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 0.29 0. 0 6  -0. 10 
LONGITUDE 0.06 0.55 0. 14 
HEIGHT -0 . 10 0.14 0.59 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Z2 is the route station name. 
T076 is the traverse s ta tion name. 
ST18 is  the seismic sta tion name. 
See JARE Data Rep. , No. 28 , 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res. , 
Ser. C, 15 , 1984. 
3. A wooden box was ins talled a t  ST18. 
4. Above coordinate s  are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T0 7 6. 
5. ST18 can be reduced to T0 7 6. 
See right figure. 
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I 
ELEVATI ON ANGLE RANGE 
1 S 0 - 7 S 0 
h 
19 6 1. 1 6
m 
z 
-59 74 29 6.3 2 
(METERS) 
STD , DEV(LATITUOE) - 0. 54 
STD, DEV(LONGITUDE)- 0. 74 
STD , DEV(HEI GHT) • 0. 77 
Route Station 22 
T.N. 
S T 1 8  
SUMMARY O F  JARE S ATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STAT I ON NAME/LOCAL NUMBER DOPPLER NO , 
ST 1 9  
1 
LOCAT I ON 
Route S - H- Z  o n  Mizuho P l ateaJ 8 0 0 2 0  
STAM P I NG ON  MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STAT I ON MARK  
.H>. R F - ? l  c l o s e  to the t raverse  po l e  
DOPPLER OBSERVAT I ONS  
EQU I PMENT/SER I AL NO , HE IGHT OF TRAC K I NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE TRACK I NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE PO I NT 
JMR- 1 2 0M 0 1 4 8 3  
?O ! NT ABOVE STAT I ON MARK 
2 . 9 ± 0 . lrn above s now surface antenna phas e  center 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITE S  OBSERVED PERI OD OF OCCUPAT I ON 
K .  T'T'O 3 0 2 0 0  3 0 1 1 0  I 3 0 4 d 0 6
h - 3 0 4 d 0 9 h 
SATELL I TE-DER IVED COORD I NATES 
PASSES ACCEPTED 
3 
7 0 ° 0 6 ' 1 6 . 0 0 8 " S  
X 
DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
5 8  
ELL I PSO I D  
WGS - 7 2  
>.. 
4 3 ° 1 7 ' 5 0 . 7 1 8 " E  
y z 
ELEVAT I O N  ANGLE RANGE 
1 5 ° - 7 5 ° 
2 0 0 8 . 9 3m 
- 5  7 6 9 0 2 . 7 2 
EST I MATE OF VAR I ANCE-COVAR I ANCE MATR I X  (METERS)  
LATI TUDE LONG I TUDE H E I GHT 
LATI TUDE 1 4 . 3  2 2 . 6  2 . 1 4 
LONG I TUDE 2 2 . 6  4 2 . 9  3 . 7 2 
HE I GHT 2 . 1 4 3 . 7 2 2 . 8 1 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1 .  Z l l- 1 is the route s tat ion name .  
2 .  
T 0 8 0  i s  the traver s e  s t a tion name . 
ST 1 9  i s  the s e i smi c station n ame . 
See  JARE Data Rep . , No . 2 8 , 1 9 7 5 . 
See  Mem . Nat l Ins t . Polar Re s . , 
S e r . C ,  1 5 , 1 9 8 4 . 
h &
f
= 2 . 9  m 
0 .L  
3 .  A wooden box wa s instal led at ST 1 9 . 
4 .  Above coordinates  are o f  the antenna 
pha s e  center and not reduced to T 0 8 0 . 
S .  S T 1 9  can be reduced to T 0 8 0 . 
S e e  r ight f igure . 




DEV(LAT I TUDE) .. 3 . 7 8 
DEV( LONG!TUDE)a 6 . 5 5 
DEV(HE I GHT) 2 l .  6 8  
Route Station Z 1 1 - 1  
T . N .  
S T 1 9  
Route-Z 
SUM M A R Y  O F  J A R E  S A T E LL ITE-O B S E R V E D  ST A TION 





ST2 0  Route S-H- Z on Mizuho 8 0 0 2 1  
STAMP I NG ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STAT I ON MARK 
JARE- 21  close to the traverse oo le 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQU lPMENT REFERENCE TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
JMR- 1 2 0M0 1 4 8 3  
POINT ABOVE STATI ON MARK 
antenna phase center 2 . 9 ± 0 . lm above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED PERIOD OF OCCUPATION 




DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
l 
ELLIPSOID 
4 in T,7�C:- 7 ? 
t :\ 
7 0 ° 1 1 ' 2 3 . 6 3 8 " 3  4 3 ° 2 6 ' 2 2 . 8 8 9 " E 
X y 
15 7 4 6 8 6 . 8 2 1 4 9 1 17 5 . 0 2  
ESTIMATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 2 . 7 8 0 . 3 1 - 0 . 8 4  
LONG l TUOE 0 . 3 1 4 . 7 1 0 . 8 9 
HE IGHT - 0 . 8 4 0 . 8 9 4 . 2 9 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMAR KS 
1 .  Z 2 2 - l  i s  the route station name . 
T 0 8 3  i s  the traverse station name . 
ST2 0 is  the seismic station name . 
See JARE Data Rep . , No . 2 8 , 1 9 7 5 . 
See Mem . Natl Ins t . Polar Res . , 
Ser . C ,  1 5 , 1 9 8 4 . 
2 .  hoff
== 2 .  9 m 
3 .  A wooden box was installed at ST2 0 . 
4 .  Above coordinates are o f  the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T 0 8 3 . 
5 .  ST2 0  can be reduced to T 0 8 3 .  
See right figur e . 
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I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 
1 c; o  - 7 c; o  
h 
2 0 3 3 . 0 S m 
z 
- 5 9 8 0 1 6 4 . 0 4 
(METERS) 
STD ,  DEV(LATI TUDE) • 1 .  6 7  
STD, DEV (LONGITUDE)• 2 . 1 7 
STD, DEV(HEIGHT) • 2 .  0 7  
Route Station 222- 1 
T. N. 
S T 2 0  
Route-Z 
SUMM A RY O F  JARE SATEL LITE-O BSERVED ST A TIO N  
STAT ION  NAME/LOCAL NUMBER I LOCAT ION  
P l atea� 
DOPPLER NO , 
ST 2 1  Route S - H- Z on  Mi z uho 8 0 0 2 2  
STAMP I NG ON MARK 
no mark r e s e rved 
JARE NUMBER TYP E  OF STAT I ON MARK  
JARE- 2 1  c lo s e  to the trave r s e  po le 
DOPPLER OBSERVAT I ONS 
EQU I PMENT/SER IAL NO , 
JMR- 1 2 0M0 1 4 8 3  
HE I GHT OF TRAC K I NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE 
I 
TRACK I NG EQU I PMENT REFERENCE PO I NT 
PO I NT ABOVE STAT I ON MAR K  
2 .  9 ± 0 . lm above s now surfacet antenna phas e  center 
OBSERVED BY SATELL ITES OBSERVED l PER I OD OF OCCUPAT I ON K .  ITO 3 0 1 1 0 , 3 0 1 9 0 , 3 0 2 0 0 , 3 0 1 3 0  
SATELL I TE-DER I VED  COORD I NATES 
PASSES  ACCEPTED I DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
I 
ELL I PSO I D  
l ? i 2 4  1 wr.C::- 7 2  
� A 
I 7 0 ° 1 6 ' 0 6 . 9 9 0 " S  4 3 ° 3 4 ' 1 8 . 6 7 2 " E 
X y I 1 5 6 5 2 6 9 . 7 7 1 4 8 9 1 2 0 . 6 8 
EST IMATE OF VAR I ANCE-COVAR I ANCE MATR I X  
LAT I TUDE LONG I TUDE HE I GHT 
LAT I TUDE 1 . 1 0 0 . 5 5 - 0 . 1 6 
LONG I TUDE 0 . 5 5 l .  9 6  0 . 2 2 
HE I GHT - 0 . 1 6  0 . 2 2 1 .  4 3  
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMAR KS 
1 .  
2 .  
Z 3 3  i s  the route s ta t ion name . 
T 0 8 7  i s  the traverse  stat ion name . 
ST 2 1  i s  t he s e i smi c  stat ion name .  
See JARE Data Rep . , No . 2 8 , 1 9 7 5 .  
See  Mem . Natl Inst . Polar Re s . , 
S e r . C ,  1 5 , 1 9 8 4 . 
ho f f
= 2 . 9  m 
3 .  A wooden box was installed a t  ST2 1 .  
4 .  Above coordinates  are of  the antenna 
pha s e  center and not reduce d to T 0 8 7 . 
5 .  ST 2 1  can be reduced to T 0 8 7 . 
See  r ight f igure . 




h - 3 0 5 d 0 4 h 
I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 
' 1 5 ° - 7 5 ° 
h 
2 0 9 7 . 1 9m 
z 
- 5 9 8 3 1 9 5 . 6 5 
(METERS)  
STD , DEV(LAT ITUOE ) '" 1 .  0 5  
STD , DEV(LONG I TUDE) "'  1 .  4 0  
STD , DEV(H E I GHT) '" 1 .  2 0  
T.N. 
S T 2. 1  
Route-Z 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 




DOPPLER NO , 
ST22 Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 8 0 023 
STAMP I NG O N  MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-21 close to the traverse po le 
DOPPLER OBSERVAT I ONS 
EQUI PMENT/ SER IAL NO, HE I GHT OF TRACKI NG EQU IPMENT REFERENCE TRACKI NG EQUI PMENT REFERENC E  PO I NT 
JMR-1 2 0M 01483 




O N  MARK 
2 . 9± 0. m a  ove snow surface antenna phase center 
OBSERVED BY SATELL I TE S  OBSERVED PERIOD OF OCCUPAT I ON 
K .  ITO 3 0 19 0 , 3 02 0 0 , 3 0 13 0  3 05d 06h - 3 05d 1 0 h 
SATELL ITE-DER I VED COORD I NATES 
PASSES ACCEPTED DEGREE OF FREEDOM ELL I PSO I D  
t 
70 ° 2 0'23 . 55 6 "S 43 ° 41' 3 8 . 572"E 
X y 
1556681 . 93 1487288 . 19 
EST I MATE OF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATR iX 
LATITUDE LONGI TUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 7.0 0  0.22 -7. 0 8  
LONG I TUDE 0.22 4.50 -0. 09 
HE I GHT -7. 0 8  - 0. 09 14.9 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1. Z42-l is the route station name. 
T 092 is t he traverse station name. 
ST22 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep. , No. 2 8, 1975. 
See Mem. Natl Inst. Polar Res. , 
Ser. C ,  15 , 1984. 
2. h
off
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was installed at ST22. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T 092. 
5. ST22 can be reduced to T092. 
See right figure. 
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-5985899 . 3 0  
(METERS) 
STD, DEV(LATI TUDE) • 2 . 6 5 
STD , DEV(LONGlTUDE)• 2. 12 










SUMMARY OF J A R E  SA TEL LITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STAT I ON NAME/LOCAL NUMBER I LOCATION 
Plateau! 
DOPPLER NO , 
ST2 3  Route S-H-Z on Mi z uho 80024 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STAT I ON MARK 
JARE-2] 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO , 
JMR-1 20M01483 
OBSERVED BY 
K .  ITO 
close to 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
HE IGHT OF TRACK ING EQU I PMENT REFERENCE 
POINT ABOVE STAT I ON MARK 
30110 301 90 30  
the traverse pole 
TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
antenna phase center 
h 
SATELL I TE-DER IVED COORD I NATES 
PASSES ACCEPTED DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELL I PSO I D  
1 3  270 WGS -72 
� 
70° 24'29 . 018" S 
.\. 
43 ° 48 ' 3 9 . 445 " E  
X y 
1548478 . 41 1485 5 
ESTIMATE OF  VARIANCE-COVAR I ANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGI TUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 1 .  08 0 . 58 -0 . 03 
LONGITUDE 0 . 58 2 . 38 0 . 44 
HEIGHT -0 . 03 0 . 44 1 .  42 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1 .  Z 60-l is the route stat ion name . 
T09 5 is the traverse station name . 
ST 2 3  is the seismic station name . 
See JARE Data Rep., No . 28, 1 97 5 . 
See Mem . Natl Inst . Polar Res . ,  
Ser . C, 1 5, 1 984 .  
2 .  hoff
= 2 . 9 m 
3 .  A wooden box was installed at ST23 . 
4 .  Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to T09 5 . 
5 .  ST23 can be reduced to T09 5 .  
See right figure. 
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z 
ELEVAT I ON ANGLE RANGE 
1 5 ° - 75 ° 
2149 . 48
m 












1 .  04 
1 .  5 4  
1 . 1 9 
Route Station 260- 1 
T.N. 
S T 2 3  
Route-Z 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELL ITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATION NAME/LOCAL NUMBER 
I 
LOCAT ION 
on Mizuho Plateaj 
DOPPLER NO,  
ST24 Route S-H-Z 80025 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark re served 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE -2 1 clo se to 
DOPPLER OBSERVAT I ONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO , HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
.TMR - 1 ? ll M /1 1 ,U:i 1 2 . 9 +0 . lrn above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED 
K .  ITO 30130, 30190 , 30140 , 30110 
the traver se pole 
TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 
antenna oha se center 
PERIOD JF OC�AT !ON d 





DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
I 
ELLIPSOI D 
11 2 37 WGS-72 
t A 
70 °2 8 ' 50 . 2 88"S  43 °56 ' 34 . 270 " E  
X y 
153956 8 . 54 1483779 . 3 3  
EST IMATE OF VAR IANCE-COVARI ANCE MATRIX 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 0 . 39 0 . 14 -0 . 1 3  
LONGITUDE 0 . 1 4  0 . 79 0 . 17 
HEIGHT -0 . 13 0 .17 0. 77 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1 .  Z75 i s  the route station name . 
T099 is  the traverse station name . 
ST24 is the sei smic station name . 
See JARE Data Rep . , No . 2 8, 1975 . 
See Mern . Natl Inst . Polar Res . ,  
Ser . C ,  15 , 1 9 84 .  
2 .  hoff
= 2 .  9 rn 
3 .  A wooden box was installed at ST24 . 
4 .  Above coordinates are o f  the antenna 
pha se center and not reduced to T099 . 
5 .  ST24 can be reduced to T099 . 
See right figure. 
- 1 16-
I 
ELEVATI ON ANGLE RANGE 
15 ° - 75 ° 
2 1 89 .1 8
m 
z 
-599 1229 . 99 
(METERS) 
STD, oev(LATITUDE) - 0 .6 3  
STD , DEV(LONGITUDE)• 0 . 89 
STD , oev(HEIGHT) 0 . 88 
Route Station 275 
T.N. 
ST 2 4  
Route-2 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 
STATI ON NAME/LOCAL NUMBER I LOCATION 
Plate a� 
DOPPLER NO , 
ST2 5  Route S-H-Z  on Miz uho 8 0 0 2 6 
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserve d 
JAR E  NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE- 2 1  close to the traverse ool e  
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQU I PMENT/SERIAL NO , HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQU I PMENT R EFERENCE TRACKING EQU IPMENT REFERENCE POINT 





• ± .  rn a ave snow sur face antenna phase center 
OBSERVED BY SATELL ITES OBSERVED PER IOD OF OCCUPAT ION 
K .  ITO 3 0 1 1 0  3 0 1 3 0 . 3 0 1 4 0  3 07
d 
06
h - 3 07d 09h 
SATELL I TE-DER I VED COORD I NATES 
PASSES ACCEPTED 
I 
DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSO I D  
3 67 I WGS-72 
t A 
i
i 70 ° 3 3  ' ll. 563" S 4 4 ° 0 4 ' 58. 507" E 
X y I 153 0 45 3 . 62 I 1 4 8 2 2 2 8. 25 
EST I MATE OF VAR I ANCE-COVAR I ANCE MATR IX  
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 0. 79 0. 64  0. 27 
LONG ITUDE 0. 64 3 . 0 3  0. 90 
HEIGHT 0. 27 0. 90  0. 89 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
1 .  Z 8 5  is the route station name. 
Tl0 2  is the traverse sta tion name . 
ST25 is the seismic station name. 
See JARE Data Rep . ,  No . 2 8 , 1975 . 
S e e  Mero .  Natl Inst . Polar Res. , 
S er .  C, 15, 1 9 8 4. 
2.  ho f f
= 2.  9 m 
3.  A wooden box was installed at ST25. 
4 .  Above coordinates are of t he antenna 
phase ce nter and not reduced to Tl0 2. 
5 .  ST25 can b e  reduced to Tl0 2. 
S e e  right figure . 
- 1 17-
I ELEVAT I ON ANGLE RANGE 15 ° - 75 ° 
h 
2 198. 67 m 
z 
-599394 0 . 5 2  
(METERS) 
STD , DEV ( LA T l  TUDE) "' 0. 8 9  
STD , DEV(LONG ITUDE)"' 1. 74  
STD. OEV( HEIGHT) 0. 9 4  
Route Station 285 
T.N.  
S T 2 5  
Route-2 
SUMMARY OF JARE SATELLITE-OBSERVED STATION 




DOPPLER NO , 
ST26 Route S-H-Z on Mizuho 8 0 0 2 7  
STAMPING ON MARK 
no mark reserved 
JARE NUMBER TYPE OF STATION MARK 
JARE-21 close to 
DOPPLER OBSERVATIONS 
EQUIPMENT/SERIAL NO, HEIGHT OF TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE 
POINT ABOVE STATION MARK 
JMR- 1 20M01483 2 . 9±0. lm above snow surface 
OBSERVED BY SATELLITES OBSERVED 
K .  ITO 30190 , 30130 , 30200 
the traverse pole 
TRACKING EQUIPMENT REFERENCE POINT 




307 10 - 307 13
h 
SATELLI TE-DER I VED COORD I NATES 
PASSES ACCEPTED I DEGREE OF FREEDOM I ELLIPSOID 5 117 WGS-72 
t A 
70 ° 37 ' 25.662 " S  44 ° 10 ' 38. 139" E 
X y 
1522687 . 84 1479573. 88 
EST I MATE OF VAR I ANCE-COVARI ANCE MATR I X  
LATITUDE LONGITUDE HEIGHT 
LATITUDE 
0.47 -0.03 -0.11 
LONGITUDE -0.03 1. 09 0.45 
HEIGHT 
1 .  
-0.11  0. 45 1. 01 
GROUND SURVEY DATA AND REMARKS 
Z 94 is the route station name. 
Tl06 is the traverse station name. 
ST26 is the traverse station name. 
See JARE Data Rep. , No . 28 , 1975. 
See Mero . Natl Inst. Polar Res. , 
Ser. C ,  15 , 1984. 
2. h
off
= 2.9 m 
3. A wooden box was insta l led at ST26. 
4. Above coordinates are of the antenna 
phase center and not reduced to Tl06. 
5. ST26 can be reduced to Tl06. 
See right figure. 
- 1 18-
I 
ELEVATION ANGLE RANGE 






STD, oev (LAT I TUDE) • 0.6 9  
STD , DEV(LONGITUDE)• 1. 04 
STD, DEV(HEIGHT) 1.00 
-,--+ -J_ J e=1 
• Bxo)(o)(o@ 
Route Station 294 
T.N. 
Route-Z 
